Ford 400 engine diagram

Factory Power Ratings. For example, in the model year, there were four calibrations for the
engine, each with a different advertised power rating , , , and horsepower. On the other hand,
sometimes different power ratings are not advertised for different versions of an engine. There
are several reasons for multiple calibrations with different power ratings:. Different tuning
specifications for different vehicles such as less ignition timing advance in bigger and heavier
cars, or the same engine used in both cars and trucks, or the same engine used in light-duty
and heavy-duty trucks. Different tuning specifications for automatic and manual transmissions.
Regulatory reasons such as California and state emissions compliance. Mid-year design
changes such as introducing new cylinder heads and retarded cam timing in the model year.
Horsepower figures are not available for some years, and torque figures are not available for
many years. Ford did not always advertise M-block torque figures, and I have not yet been able
to find reliable horsepower figures for the last two years of M-block production and Engine
power is measured with a device called a dynamometer. Dynamometers are so named because
the earliest versions were literally a dynamo i. Engine power output was measured by
converting it to electricity and measuring the electrical energy. Most modern dynamometers use
a fluid brake to load the engine and measure its power. There are two major types of
dynamometers used to measure automotive engine power:. The difference between a chassis
dynamometer and an engine dynamometer is that the chassis dynamometer loads the engine at
the drive wheels of the vehicle through the drivetrain and the engine dynamometer loads the
engine at its flywheel. The problem with measuring engine power from the drive wheels is that
all the drivetrain components transmission, differential, etc. The power you measure at the
wheels is considreably less than the power produced by the engine. Drivetrain power losses
can vary significantly from one test run to the next. The type, quality, and condition of the
drivetrain components, the temperature of the oil in the transmission and differential, and even
tire temperature and pressure can all affect drivetrain power loss. The biggest advantage of a
chassis dyno is that you can get some performance measurement on a running vehicle, without
having to remove the engine. Some people mistakenly think this term refers to power measured
at the wheels of a vehicle, but brake horsepower can be measured with either an engine
dynamometer or a chassis dynamometer. This includes using a specialized dynamometer intake
and exhaust system, no engine-driven accessories such as water pump, alternator, power
steering pump, etc. These were the type of engine power ratings that auto manufacturers
advertised before the model year. They were not representative of the power produced by an
engine installed in a vehicle. With gross power ratings, you had no way to compare ratings from
different engines, even if they were made by the same company. Of course, Ford would try to
get the best numbers they could from each engine, but you can bet they put more effort into
getting good numbers from a Boss C 4V than from a 97ci, 4-cylinder Pinto engine. Ultimately,
this was a benefit to the entire automotive industry, as the manufacturers all played by the same
rules when rating engine power output. The net power measurement is still derived from an
engine dynamometer, but with the engine using a production induction system and air filter,
production exhaust manifolds and exhaust system including mufflers and catalytic converters ,
production emission controls including AIR and EGR, production fuel delivery and ignition
tuning specifications, and all the engine-driven accessories required for a particular application.
The advantage of SAE net power ratings was that advertised power more closely represented
the performance of an engine in a real vehicle, and the ratings were comparable between
different engines because a standardized testing method was used. The and M-block makes a
good example to compare gross hp and net hp power ratings. That lower rating was entirely a
result of switching from gross power to net power ratings, and that drop of about one-third is
typical of most engines. Specifications Home. M-Block Home. There are several reasons for
multiple calibrations with different power ratings: Different tuning specifications for different
vehicles such as less ignition timing advance in bigger and heavier cars, or the same engine
used in both cars and trucks, or the same engine used in light-duty and heavy-duty trucks
Different tuning specifications for automatic and manual transmissions Regulatory reasons
such as California and state emissions compliance Mid-year design changes such as
introducing new cylinder heads and retarded cam timing in the model year The following table
lists Ford advertised power ratings for M-block engines from MY through MY Model Year. How
is engine power measured? What is brake horsepower? What is the difference between gross
power and net power? There were two main disadvantages of using gross power ratings: They
were not representative of the power produced by an engine installed in a vehicle. The testing
method was not standardized nor openly documented. If you see them, it's definitely a W. Click
to enlarge Windsor engine characteristics. Since the deck height is taller the intake manifold is
wider on the w than on the The W uses a larger main journal than the Also, in between the frost
plugs on a W there will be what appears to be a triangle or diamond the way I was told indented

cast into the block You can use pistons in a if you stroke it to a quick ID tip: The lower
thermostat housing bolt on the will be below the top of the water pump and you won't be able to
put a socket on it. On the W you can remove the bolt with a socket. Comparison of the C vs. The
C is a de-stroked Cleveland, the block is identical to a C, but the crank rods and pistons are all
engine specific. The C heads are the small combustion chamber, small runner heads. M-series
engine characteristics. An Edelbrock Performer for these are wider and should say Performer
on the top. This is a very rare Ford block, one of a very few cast to fit the standard Cleveland
bellhousing. All engines in the series family have the vertical bolt pattern on the fuel pump. That
includes C, M, and They should be on the side of the first counterweight. A M crank will have a
1K casting code. Just take a glance at the seam where the intake and the head come together to
make up the sealing surface for the valve covers. No bolt counting necessary. No other vintage
Ford engines have this characteristic. One other characteristic is the skirted block. Intake bolts
are perpendicular to intake face or roughly 45 degrees to the ground exhaust ports are raised
up from the bolt plane of the lower head; runners are somewhat doglegged with front 2 angled
towards rear and back 2 angled towards front of car The "" casting appears on the outside of
many if not most FE engine blocks on the rear of the block behind the flywheel , with no regard
to the real displacement. So a "" block could really be a , , , , etc.. Measuring bore and stroke is
the best way to confirm the actual engine displacement. Swapping in a crank and rods turns a
into a , restores quench and compression, and makes the engine into a real performer. Both
engines are neutral balanced, so the flywheels and harmonic dampeners are interchangeable.
The ONLY things that need swapped to make the change are the crank and rods. They even use
the SAME replacement pistons. However, if you have the original full skirt pistons from the ,
they will interfere with the rods when bolted to the crank. No ever came with full skirts, only the ,
and not the FT either. The Edsel used a version of the with a. To use a full skirt on a crank the
only thing needed is a slight trimming of the end pistons, or the end counterweights in just a
small spot that would be barely noticeable. Just the outside weights in one spot are near. The
was first available in ' The casting number on the block is the same for s and s, so you can't use
that to determine the CID. However, you can at least determine it's year of manufacture Find the
casting on the passenger side of the block. The first letter is the decade. Note: Some casting 's
were used in more then the one year but they will tell you what age the engine is. All engine
rebuild kits are interchangeable and then all are also interchangeable. To determine the CID
you'll have to measure the stroke. Pull the 1 spark plug and stick a stiff piece of wire down into
the the cylinder until it contacts the top of the piston. Then manually rotate the engine around
until the piston is as low as it will go in the cylinder BDC. Make a mark on the wire at some
reference point, like a valve cover lip. Then manually rotate the engine around until the piston is
as high as it will come TDC and make another mark. One thing you'll need to pay special
attention to is the position of your measuring wire on the piston top. The dished pistons,
combined with the fact that your wire will be going in at a slight angle, mean you need to try to
keep your wire in the center of the piston dish and at the same angle as it comes up in the bore.
Now you can compare your marks to find the stroke. Your measurements will probably be a tad
longer than these, due to normal error and the varying angle of the measuring wire as it
emerges from the spark plug hole. Removing the heads and measuring the stroke is much more
accurate. Look at the casting number on the passengers side of the motor in the back. If it ends
in AE it was originally in a car. The was found in cars and trucks, the trucks only. If the third and
4th digits are AE then the block was originally meant to be a from the factory. Of course it could
have had internals swapped, the line could have been running short on blocks so a block made
its way to keep the line going. The other methods of determining your engine CID are more
difficult, which include dropping the oil pan to check the crankshaft numbers. Please save this
banner to your hard drive to place on your webpage. The quickest way of differentiating
between the different familys of Ford engines is to simply count the valve cover bolts. Click to
enlarge. All rights reserved. All brand names and product names used on this website are trade
names, service marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or
content of this site may be reproduced or otherwise used without explicit permission. To report
problems or provide comments or suggestions, please click here. I read alot on the internet
about people saying the m being such a bad motor i was looking at buying a 78 f with a m I think
if the 32 year old motor is still reliable enough to drive anywhere then it doesnt seem that bad to
me im just wondering why people look down on them. This is probably the only real drawback.
There are people with in excess of K miles on these engines. It is impossible to build these
engines for high horsepower due to inherent design flaws - while they may not be the 'best'
choice, they can definitely be built to rock. This is because the smog equipment was vacuum
controlled and there were a lot of electromechanical parts that failed. Just get out the specs on
even the mighty HA HA Corvette of that year and see how low the horse power ratings were of

even "performance cars". By the way, the reason for the smaller mains had to do with internal
engine friction, in order to get the engine to wrap out faster the main bearing size was reduced.
This coupled with home mechanics getting the wrong firing order resulted in broken crank
shafts. Almost all engines from about well Fords at least, chevies earlier were limited to. That is
with out a ultrasonic test for cylinder wall thickness. New High performance valve springs setup
to be used with CompCam's Turned out they managed to get small block power and big block
fuel economy. When warmed over they can be made into torque monsters, but in stock form
they are best used as boat anchors. The cylinder walls were thin allowing only a. The rocker
studs were pressed in, some thing fixable. The worst thing was the undersized main bearings,
they would start rattling around 50k miles. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary
at this point. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. COVID pushes some with eating
disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Gerard Depardieu charged
with rape, sex assault in Paris. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan
divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Palace: Prince Philip has infection, will stay in hospital.
State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after
crash. Answer Save. There are some legitimate problems - and then there are some myths. First
the legitimate: 1 All of these engines were loaded down with primitive, first generation smog
controls throughout out their entire production run obviously removing this junk will result in
much better performance. They make great boat anchors well, that one might be true This Site
Might Help You. RE: Why do people say the ford m 6. Old Man Dirt Lv 7. Bad press, the problem
is more the year then the engine. Any engine 32 years old needs to be rebuilt. So act
accordingly! How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer.
ClassicMustang Lv 7. Source s : Lots more here.. Kevin jackson. So you are saying its not to
late for a recall guys!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Let's
face it, M Ford owners get no respect. Sure, mention the word Cleveland and watch everyone's
eyes light up, but the fire dies right out when you try to include the Modified or Midland family in
the discussion. This seems odd since the two motors share so many components. In fact, it can
be argued that the M motors are nothing more than a tall-deck, stroker Cleveland. Think about
it-that's all that separates the legendary Cleveland from its torque-oriented M try running that
statement by a Cleveland fan some time. Run with the same combination of parts heads, cam,
and intake , the M will always make more power than a Cleveland, making it a readily available
and ideal classic truck powerplant. Nonsense you say? They key to the statement is that fact
that one truck motor measures ci and the other fancy race motor displaces just ci. It doesn't
take a rocket scientist to realize that if both have the same head flow, cam timing, and induction
system, the bigger motor will always make more peak and average power. The key is selecting
the right components for your intended application. How many Clevelands out there are running
around with hp and how may of those make lb-ft of torque? These M motors are capable of
some serious power, but for now we will stick with some basic mods, namely the induction
system. Unfortunately for M owners, Ford saw fit to offer the motor with only a two-barrel
manifold and carburetor. True enough, the motor was designed as a workhorse, but why limit
the power and torque potential with a restrictive induction system? Heck, even the tiny and
Windsor motors came with four-barrel carbs and intakes. If any motor could take advantage of
the benefits of a four-barrel carb, it was the comparatively larger M. In fact, it can be argued that
a proper four-barrel induction system would not only improve towing power, but might improve
mileage as well, providing a spread-bore carb design was employed to allow cruising on the
smaller primaries. Regardless of their reasoning, the factory deuce two-barrel intake and carb
are restrictive even on a stock motor. Before running the motor in anger, we provided the new
components plenty of time to get acquainted, especially the rings and bearings. After running
through two complete computerized break-in procedures, the motor was loaded with impressive
results. Equipped with the stock two-barrel intake and Holley carb, the M produced peak
numbers of hp at 4, rpm and lb-ft at 2, rpm. Torque production from the M exceeded lb-ft from
below 2, rpm we didn't load it lower than 2, rpm to rpm. Obviously the stock cam and induction
system were not designed with high-rpm power in mind. After confirming the baseline numbers,
we replaced the stock 2V induction with the Weiand Action-Plus intake and Holley carb. Since
Westech had it jetted and ready to rock, we ran their Holley HP Street carb, but know that this
combination would work equally well with something as small and inexpensive as a cfm
vacuum secondary Holley. We certainly expected to improve the power output with the
four-barrel set up to say nothing of the weight savings over the hefty stock intake , but what
was really amazing was the fact that these gains came with no penalty in the lower rev ranges.
From 2, to 2, rpm, the two induction systems produced nearly identical power, but from there
out to 5, rpm, the Weiand pulled away and never looked back. What is most impressive about
the results is not that the four-barrel Weiand combination made more power that was expected ,

but that the combination never lost out to the stock intake and Holley two-barrel. The Weiand
intake not only improved the peak numbers from hp and lb-ft to hp and lb-ft, but even matched
the torque production of the 2V setup down at 2, rpm. Measured peak to peak, the four-barrel
set up improved torque production by 17 lb-ft, but offered an additional 48 lb-ft at 3, rpm. The
Weiand intake and Holley four-barrel are definitely the hot set up for even a stock M. This intake
swap was only the first of many tests run on this M. Close Ad. Richard Holdener writer. Share
on Facebook Share on Twitter. Engine designs can be a lot like politics: Sometimes the results
are inspired-like Chevy's small-block or the classic Chrysler Hemi-but quite often the finished
product is a big, fat compromise that nobody particularly loves. That second scenario was the
case when Ford debuted the in The was intended as a replacement for Ford's aging big-block
designs. The block's architecture borrowed heavily from the Cleveland, including the bore
spacing, but 1. Unfortunately, this engine's debut was also horrifically timed. The confluence of
increasingly harsh government pollution standards and the disappearance of high-octane
leaded fuels left the castrated in terms of its performance potential. A retarded camshaft, low
compression, open combustion chambers, and other smog-control measures conspired to drop
the rated output for this ci engine to a pathetic hp between and So you can see why the and
Ford's M, which has a 3. Of course, that only adds to the fun of finding out exactly what this
engine is capable of, so we decided to see how much power we could make out of one without
totally breaking the bank. We wanted to use readily available components, meaning no
Australian heads or anything else that depends on a lucky find or endless hours trolling the
Internet. The lack of much aftermarket support for this engine may limit it a little more than a
conventional Windsor, but that's OK. When we get done, there won't be anything else like it out
there. Performance engine builder KT Engine Development in Concord, North Carolina, assisted
with planning the parts package and handled almost all the engine machine work; it's that
company's prices we are quoting in the recipe list, but we are assuming you'll handle all the
assembly work. While Ford Windsors, s, and s are getting more expensive, s and M blocks still
populate junkyards like rusty hubcaps. However, if you can get all the pulleys, brackets, and
other little stuff off the engine dipstick tube, oil pan, valve covers, and so on , a short-block is all
you need. If you are junkyard hopping, s can be found in '71 through '82 Ford pickups, vans,
LTDs, and some other larger cars. If you find a good M, that can work, too. You will just need to
find a crank. The biggest challenge throughout the build is that, with one big exception, there
are really no aftermarket performance parts for this engine. The one bright spot is the new
Edelbrock aluminum Cleveland-style cylinder heads that will fit this block. These heads utilize
the Cleveland's canted valve angles for minimal valve shrouding, Yates-style 60cc although our
measurements were closer to 62 combustion chambers, and modern port designs that are a
considerable improvement over the stock, open-chamber heads. Edelbrock also produces one
of the few intake manifolds designed to work with this engine. It is a low-rise dual-plane
intended more for low-rpm use than a big-horsepower unit like we are building, but it is also a
big improvement over the stock piece. Although it won't show up on the dyno, a secondary but
very real benefit of these aluminum pieces is weight savings off the top of a moderately heavy
engine package-the aluminum heads and intake chisel The bottom half of the engine throws up
a few more obstacles. The stock uses a That wouldn't be a problem except there is no such
thing as a set of forged pistons or rods for this engine. Direct-replacement piston choices are
limited to stock cast pistons, which will never survive with the power levels we intend, or a
way-too-expensive set of custom forgings. So, we had to think outside the box. We took our
crank to Kannapolis Engine Machine and had the company offset-grind the rod journals down to
2. That allowed us to run slightly modified rods for a Chevy small-block which had to be
narrowed to fit the Ford's crank journals. The longest Chevy rods we could find that were
reasonably priced were 6. That still left us 1. With this combination, we were able to deck the
block 0. The intake manifold still fit without milling. The standard bore for the Mopar pistons is
4. The pin on these pistons is a hefty 0. This also eliminated the bronze bushing, but the rods
have two oiling holes, and if they are properly clearanced, running steel on steel shouldn't be a
problem. The 4. The extra inches were welcome, but in the process, we also created our next
fitment issue. The stock crank is designed to work with the original 6. This engine is externally
balanced, so the easiest way to bring everything a little closer to the correct balance is to use a
tooth flexplate and balancer for a late-model 5. The Ford stuff uses a heavier balance weight for
the 50 oz-in factory balance setup, which reduced the amount of Mallory metal used in the
crank. The only problem is that the balancer forces the crank pulley farther out from the crank.
To even things up, we used a generic fan spacer purchased from Advance Auto and cut it to
size to move the water-pump pulley out the correct distance. That, in turn, will force cutting
spacers to get the alternator and power steering belts lined up when the engine actually goes
into a car. The other option is to cut down the front of the damper on a lathe. For the valvetrain,

we debated using a budget solid flat-tappet cam and lifters but decided to go with a lower
maintenance hydraulic roller system. The cam is a custom grind from Crane Cams with degrees
of duration at 0. With the Chevy-style 1. Although the stated maximum lift from Edelbrock for
the heads is 0. The springs supplied with the heads pounds on the seat and open weren't quite
strong enough for the fairly radical cam profile, so they were replaced with a set of PN springs
from Comp Cams that upped the rate to and , respectively. The last step before final assembly
was getting the valves, complete with their Cleveland angles, to fit with the flat-top Dodge
pistons. We clearanced the pistons' valve pockets with Isky's new valve-pocket cutting tool. The
cutter should only be used to cut smaller-sized valve pockets, but it was perfect for this project.
Only the intake valve needed clearance, and we cut the pocket about 0. We had initially picked
up a remanufactured points distributor for approximately 40 bucks, but the With aluminum
heads and a reasonable timing setting, that's doable in a lightweight car with a good radiator,
but a 6,rpm redline is probably too much for an old points distributor. So just before bolting the
engine to the dyno, we dumped the stock ignition for a Pro Billet distributor and coil from MSD
that we stole off another engine. It isn't the best way to go if you are counting every penny, but
the MSD system performed flawlessly on the dyno. Our stated goals at the beginning of the
project were to produce lb-ft of torque and hp. On the dyno, it became apparent that the intake
manifold limits this engine's ability to breathe at the upper-rpm levels. The long stroke makes
for excellent torque production with a nice, flat curve, but our first runs fell just short of the hp
goal. We had already anticipated the limitations of the dual-plane intake and fitted a 1-inch open
spacer under the Holley carb. The results were lb-ft of torque and Close, but not quite there. A
second 1-inch spacer got us there. This time around, the torque peaked at at 4, rpm and the
horsepower was at 5, It certainly would be interesting to see how much a single-plane intake
could help this combination. Thanks to the efficient combustion-chamber design of the
Edelbrock heads, the best timing was at 30 degrees BTDC. The power curve is also pretty flat-at
5, rpm, the horsepower had only dropped The toughest part of this engine build obviously
comes from the fact that it isn't supported by the performance aftermarket. The fact that it uses
Dodge pistons, Chevy rods, and a Ford balancer is pretty cool, but it does also require a little
extra attention to get everything to fit together properly. The total cost also turned out a bit
higher than we originally calculated, but comparing it with the cost of building a standard Ford
or Chevy small-block just isn't fair, either. Still, rocking a hp Ford that most people have written
off as a low-power pig is pretty cool any way you look at it. Will It Fit? One oddity of the is that,
although it is technically a small-block, the transmissi
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e trailer wiring
sick ford ranger
on side of its bellhousing mimics the and big-blocks. It also uses the same motor mounts as a
and If you already have one of these in your car, you will be set, but if not, you will need to
locate a tranny that was originally mated with either a , M, , or to get the power to the back tires.
If you are using a car that was originally equipped with a Windsor, all you need to do is replace
the Windsor motor mounts on the frame with mounts. There may, however, be hood- and
fender-clearance issues. While the has the same bore centers as the Windsor and Cleveland
engines, the tall deck height makes the engine taller and wider. Cleveland headers will bolt to
the engine, but they will be moved closer to the fenders, and the headers may not clear
suspension components. In many applications, a will fit, but be prepared to do a little
sheetmetal work. Cylinder Heads Edelbrock No. Close Ad. Jeff Huneycutt writer. Critical Data
Bore 4. Gasket Advance Auto Parts 1 Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

